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U.S. trade and investment policies toward Africa are faltering & falling behind  
The Biden Administration is right to take a new approach.  

But a new approach needs to 
avoid the mistakes of the past….
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“We need to build in incentives [for trade]. And when we talk about 
incentives, we’re talking about carrots and sticks. We…want to be taking a 
look at rules that were devised when our world, frankly, looked and 
operated differently, and maybe think about where those rules need to be 
tightened or loosened.”

“My job is to push for trade reforms that translate into meaningful change 
in the lives of farmers, ranchers, factory workers, parents and children, not 
not just in the United States, but around the world.”



We have told American businesses to stay away : Instead of pairing AGOA with 
policy measures to encourage private sector-led economic growth, we relied 
on USAID-led economic development while telling U.S. companies to stay 
away.

• U.S. Department of Labor International Child Labor report

• U.S. State Department U.S. Trafficking in Persons report

• Dodd-Frank conflict minerals reporting requirements

• Import tariffs/quotas on African cotton and sugar

• U.S. Agency for International Development funding

The message for DC-based consultants, 
foundations, and NGOs:

The message for U.S. companies:
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USAID funding is not transparent and has not been effective economically

“Comprehensive estimates of U.S. aid to Africa and amounts 
dedicated to specific focus areas are difficult to determine.”

“Databases such as USAID’s Foreign Aid Explorer and the 
State Department’s ForeignAssistance.gov provide data on 
obligations and disbursements but do not track committed 
funding against enacted levels, raising challenges for 
congressional oversight.”

--Congressional Research Service Report, May 2020 4

Conservative estimates of total historical USAID funding to sub-
Saharan Africa place allocations at $89 billion dollars, but there is no 
mechanism for tracking actual disbursements. Only 8% of USAID funding is aimed at economic growth and 

agriculture. We have few metrics indicating positive impacts of USAID 
programs on SSA from an economic standpoint.  

More broadly, it’s difficult to point to ANY examples worldwide 
where USAID funding has supported economic development without 
private sector investment—think Vietnam (attractive foreign 
investment destination) vs. Afghanistan (largest recipient of USAID 
funding since 2011 with almost $10 billion).



U.S. policies discourage private sector trade and investment in SSA
Example #1: U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of International Labor Affairs (ILAB) Child Labor Reports

The list includes:
• Coffee, fish, sugar, and tea from Kenya
• Cocoa and gold from Ghana
• Granite and sand from Nigeria
• Coffee, fish, sugar and vanilla from Uganda
• Granite and cotton from Benin
• Coffee and cocoa from Ivory Coast
• Salt from Niger
• Cattle and gold from Ethiopia
• Coffee from Tanzania
• Cocoa from Cameroon
• Cotton from Zambia
• Cotton and granite from Burkina Faso
• Cotton and rice from Mali

While some of these reports are accurate, it also paints with too broad a 
brush that Africa is a major source of child/forced labor in some of its 
biggest agricultural and economic sectors.

Every year, the ILAB produces a report identifying child labor and forced labor by country and sector.  Every year, significant economic 
sectors from SSA are identified in the report.
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U.S. policies discourage private sector trade and investment in SSA
Example #2: U.S. State Department Trafficking in Persons Report

The June 2012 State Department Trafficking in 
Persons Report identified a photo of a “child 

laborer” forced to harvest cotton in Burkina Faso—
based on a (later disproven) Bloomberg report.

Turns out the “child” was Clarisse Kambire, a 23-
year old woman living in Burkina Faso. She was 
NOT trafficked, and did not even work in cotton.

Staff working on these reports are usually based in Washington D.C., and are all too willing to believe negative 
representations of economic activity in SSA, based on secondhand media reports.

Similarly, the U.S. State Department identifies cases/countries with human trafficking annually, and sometimes gets it wrong.
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In the 2020 ILAB Child Labor/Forced Labor report, a 
photo of Kambire (now 33) was included with the 
caption “Clarisse Kambire, 13, and fellow laborers 
deliver baskets of picked organic cotton for to her 

farmer’s store house. November 10, 2011”



U.S. policies discourage private sector trade and investment in SSA
Example #3: Conflict minerals reporting requirements in Dodd-Frank
Dodd-Frank requires companies to report any links to conflict minerals.  But neither companies nor the U.S. government can identify 
conflict-linked mines and smelters in the DRC and “neighboring countries” definitively. So, companies just avoid the region altogether, 
and buy from Chinese suppliers.

According to Dodd-Frank, the State Department is required to 
produce a “Conflict Minerals Map” for areas “under control of 

armed groups in the DRC and adjoining countries.” 
Because information on the ground is so hard to verify, the State 
Department said “this map should not by itself be considered a 
source of sufficient information to serve as a substitute for the 
exercise of effective due diligence on mineral supply chains.”

Yet the law requires companies to figure it out themselves.

For most U.S. sanctions requirements, the Treasury 
Department identifies the entities/individuals that are 
targeted. For conflict minerals, the U.S. government lumps 
large parts of Africa together and asks companies to figure 
it out —in doing so essentially “redlining” Africa. 

Dodd–Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act
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U.S. policies discourage private sector trade and investment in SSA
Example #4: Import tariffs/quotas on African cotton and sugar

For FY2019, USTR allocated tariff rate 
sugar quotas to only 10 out of 46 Sub-

Saharan African countries. 

For ALL OTHER African countries, high 
out-of-quota tariffs on raw sugar 
essentially block out all imports.

Similarly, under the 1990 Farm Bill, foreign cotton still 
CANNOT enter the U.S. market without paying high over-

quota fees unless the Secretary of Agriculture establishes a 
special import quota or a limited global import quota.  

Currently, not one bale of cotton farmed from SSA can 
enter the United States.

CottonSugar Cotton farmer in 
Burkina Faso with bag 

paid for by USAID

She cannot sell her 
products to the 
United States.

Sugar cane field, Banfora, Burkina Faso

Thanks to outdated U.S. tariffs and quotas, very little African sugar or cotton can enter the United States. 
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Because of these missteps, China has become Africa’s largest commercial 
partner, significantly outpacing the U.S.

China’s engagement in Africa is huge—and growing

Source: “The closest look yet at Chinese economic engagement in Africa,” McKinsey (2017)

Africa’s trade with China 
is OVER THREE TIMES 
that of the United States.

An estimated 10,000 Chinese firms operate in Africa—
90% are privately owned and are mostly profitable 

These Chinese companies employ millions of Africans, provide job training, and 
have introduced new technologies, services, and products to the African market.
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New and Bold US Policy Solution – 4 Pillars  1) Trade Expansion; 2) 
Infrastructure Financing; 3) Tax Incentives; and 4) SMART AID 
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1. Build on AGOA’s 
trade with beneficial 

reciprocity

2. Leverage the US Bond 
Market to provide 

financing for African 
infrastructure

3. Open up the US Tax 
Code to Incentivize U.S. 

Investments

4. Disrupt USAID 
development model 

and build SMART AID. 



Pillar 1 -- Build on AGOA’s trade with beneficial reciprocity. AGOA has worked 
well but it is running out of gas. 
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The most significant development gains -- diversification of Africa’s imports 
into the US and job creation in Africa -- particularly among women and the 
economically vulnerable

AGOA apparel trade has conservatively generated at least 1.3 million 
new jobs in Africa 

AND supported more than 100,000 jobs in the USA 

Sources: USTR Trade statistics between the United States and sub-Saharan Africa through 2000-2019;
May 2021 CRS report on AGOA; 

https://ustr.gov/issue-areas/preference-programs/african-growth-and-opportunity-act-agoa/trade-statistics
https://crsreports.congress.gov/product/pdf/IF/IF10149


Pillar 1: AGOA thoughtful reciprocity – Madagascar case
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In 2009, the U.S. government used AGOA as a 
political lever to force President Andry Rajoelina
to hold elections within the year. 

THE RESULT? Exports declined to less than one-
fifth of what they were before AGOA benefits 
were revoked. 

U.S. revokes 
Madagascar’s 
AGOA benefits

AGOA Benefits 
reinstated
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• Graduate Sectors, Not Countries out 
of AGOA  

• Do not unilaterally remove AGOA
benefits. Removing trade benefits for 
$5 billion worth of SSA imports, in 
the context of a $22 trillion U.S. 
economy, simply serves no public 
purpose. 

• Remove outdated tariffs and quotas 
on SSA imports of cotton and sugar 
for least-developed countries. If not 
politically feasible, focus on 
organically farmed cotton and sugar.



Pillar 2: Leverage the US Bond Market to provide financing for African 
infrastructure
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• Leveraging the highly efficient US bond market.                               
Employing the USA’s natural strength and greatest asset as the center of 
capitalism, which is its unparalleled depth of capital markets – an 
advantage that has not been adequately leveraged in its affairs with Africa 
in competitive terms

• Facilitating special access to US capital markets.                                   
Through the issuance of institutionally credit-enhanced bonds to achieve 
lower interest costs and longer maturities

• Incorporating a “Buy America” Trade Requirement for all proceeds. 
Expanding US-Africa trade by significant multiples from current levels

• With a new capital market funding source having no adverse direct 
impact on the US federal budget.  This ideally could be in collaboration 
with the African Export-Import Bank (AFREXIM) as the issuer of the bonds 
on behalf of African countries:
• Leading trade banking facilitator on the continent 
• State level shareholders from nearly every country on the continent



Pillar 3: Open up the US Tax Code to Incentivize U.S. Investments
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Establish a development credit for 
U.S. companies interested in job creation and 

human development in sectors in Africa

• To make this more politically feasible, limit 
credits to sectors that do not compete with 
U.S. exports (i.e., healthcare or education).

Establish system to repatriate profits 
tax free for US companies invested in 

transformative sectors

Create a tax system that incentivizes 
private investment and private-sector led 

economic growth in Africa 

• The Biden Administration has proposed 
increasing taxes on foreign-earned 
income to 21%. 

• Leaving the tax rate on qualifying income 
earned in AGOA at the current 10.5% 
would incentivize companies to invest in 
Africa. 

• China has done this in SSA through the 
use of free enterprise zones.



Pillar 4: Disrupt USAID development model and build SMART AID. 
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• First be transparent. Urgent need of a 
comprehensive investigation and impact analysis 
regarding US AID’s foreign aid initiative. The right 
questions need to be asked to assess the measurable 
returns on investments

• Influenced by SSA’s driving forces. Youngest 
continent in the world, with an exploding digital 
revolution, in a consumer market larger than China’s 
& Russia’s. Therein lies the opportunities for building 
innovative enterprises and creating jobs

• Empower U.S. economic and commercial service 
officers in Africa to support U.S. companies. All too 
frequently, U.S. embassies in Africa are focused on 
political and security matters rather than 
economic/commercial. They need to have the right 
skill sets to support U.S. companies operating in SSA.
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Let’s act and seize this moment
THANK YOU
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